O n June 1, 1310, Marguerite Porete and the spiritual treatise she authored known as The Mirror of Simple Souls were burned in the Place de Gr è ve in Paris. The event was noted in many fourteenth-century chronicles, although the authors often differed in their characterization of Marguerite. The English Master John Baconthorpe-writing a decade later-noted that "a certain beguine [ beguuina ] , who had published a little book against the clergy, was burned near Paris, with a certain Jewish convert who -as they say -apostatized."
1 The continuers of the chronicles of William of Nangis and Gerard of Frachet referred to her as a "pseudo-woman [ pseudo-mulier ] 2 By contrast, when the chronicles take note of the Jewish convert, they relate the same story: "On the same day, in the same place, a certain Jew expired in the fire. Having a while ago converted, he then reverted. He was of such great perversity that, in contempt of the Blessed Mary, he was trying to spit on an image of her." 3 Scholars have rarely commented on the connection between these events. Most who have worked on Porete never mention the fate of the "certain Jew," but rather focus on the trial of the Templars that unfolded at precisely the same moment.
4 Sean Field has suggested that Marguerite and the unnamed Jew may have been burned on the same day because both were cases of "relapse. Marguerite's story resonates with that of many other lay religious women of the previous century. These women pose a fascinating and complex problem of textual resistance. This can be partly overcome through a close analysis of archival texts. But these challenges are also suggestive of the broader experiences of marginal groups in France during the thirteenth century. In this way, Marguerite Porete is the endpoint of a longer story that unfolded over the course of the High Middle Ages. By examining the labels and terms applied to religious women between 1210 and 1310, it is possible to trace the ways that clerics began to categorize women who remained outside of formal religious vows.
8 And yet, as in the case of Marguerite, sources that offer labels for these women rarely reveal what the women themselves thought, believed, or attempted to create. Documents of practice, like charters and testaments, offer other ways of reading behavior and provide evidence of the projects that lay religious women undertook, offering a window onto the subjective qualities of women as actors in their own right. Finally, the process of labeling and classifying certain religious laywomen has parallels with the perception and persecution of Jewish communities under Capetian rule. Analyzing the experience of persecution across confessional lines offers new insights into how the clerical-state apparatus worked during the thirteenth century and gives a sense of the interconnected experiences of Jewish and Christian men and women; a connection that is emphasized in the conjoined fate of Marguerite and the "certain Jew."
Mulierculae/Mulieres Religiosae: Power and Classification
By the middle of the thirteenth century, informal groups of religious women f lourished in northern France. 9 Unlike nuns, or formal communities of beguines, these women often remained in their homes and, thus, were part of local communal and familial networks. Some dedicated their houses as informal institutions to be used to serve the poor and sick. Beyond these decisions, however, it is nearly impossible to know what their intentions or ambitions were in cultivating this lifestyle. We know much more about vowed women and wives, many of whom left records or were written about in longer narratives, like hagiography. By using the term lay religious women, I mean women who took up a more studied and devoted Christian life along an apostolic model. In addition to regular rounds of prayer and singing of the Psalter (although probably not a formal office, a practice
